DOWNSIDE OF A MERGER

TAUP proposes merging 1,400 adjunct faculty into TAUP, the union that already represents 1,300 full-time faculty.

TAUP SAYS: TAUP will represent one unified body of faculty that can speak with one voice.

FACT IS: Sounds good, but universities with merged unions have had serious conflicts on inequality in voting rights and lopsided distribution of pay increases.

TAUP SAYS: Adjunct faculty need a union to represent them on issues like higher pay and job security.

FACT IS: They don't and can speak for themselves without a third party deciding what's best. Last year, adjuncts and the university worked together to increase the minimum base salary by 8% and make other important changes.

• SIMPLE MAJORITY WINS; YOUR VOTE MATTERS.

• MARK YOUR BALLOT "NO REPRESENTATIVE" FOR "NO MERGER."

• BALLOTS ARE DUE BY NOVEMBER 24. BE SURE TO MAIL THEM BACK!

For more information related to the union election, visit the Adjunct Faculty website.  
adjunctfaculty@temple.edu